Att: LSF Australia

Good morning NSIG Members,

I, in addition to the entire MAAA Executive and Council members hope this email finds you and your
families all safe and well.
It is a trying time at present and one that has not been (nor might never again) be replicated in some
life-times, mine certainly. However I think it pertinent to remain positive and reminding ourselves that
we WILL return to normality sooner rather later by taking a hard-line approach on isolation.

This being said, the MAAA Executive has still been VERY busy with connecting members through social
media and other sources as I am sure you are all also doing through your respective channels.

At this point of the year, I am usually running between Technical meetings at CIAM and the entire
CIAM/Plennary agenda. Given the current situation, all countries have been communicating with the
CIAM Executive as needed to still move forward with one key topic being discussions and decisions on
2020 World Championships and World Cups. As confirmed in the below correspondence from the CIAM
President, Antonis Papadopoulos, all Cat 1 and 2 Events for 2020 have been cancelled. This has been a
tremendously hard decision for the entire Plennary to make however many considerations and timings
associated with pushing these Cat 1 and 2 events back to 2021 were considered but determined
unachievable.

The one exception to the cancellation of all the Cat 1 and 2 events is Scale WC (F4C/H) which will be
conducted in 2021 (odd year).
I will be in contact with all the 2020 teams (that have already been determined) over the coming days,
however any team trials that were proposed for WC’s late this year can now be either postponed,
cancelled or transitioned to fun-fly’s when we get back into our passion.

Please stay safe at the time.

Kindest Regards
Tyson

Tyson Dodd
MAAA Secretary
PO Box 1057
Mudgeeraba QLD 4213

M: +61 0499 060 611
P: 07 5530 7520
E: secretary@maaa.asn.au

Att: LSF Australia
From: sympa@listserver.fai.org
On behalf of Antonis Papadopoulos’s gmail
Sent: Thursday, 2 April 2020 1:14 AM
To: ciam-com-l@fai.org; nac-active@fai.org; ciam-bureau@fai.org
Cc: sec.gen@fai.org; FAI Staff <staff@fai.org>
Subject: [ciam-com-l] CIAM Bureau Announcement
Importance: High

Dear friends,
Yesterday CIAM Bureau members met via teleconference and discussed the current situation with
COVID-19 outbreak and the various options or alternatives.

First of all we would like to thank all the delegates and all the organizers who provided their feedback.
The information provided was very helpful.
What we have done so far:





We have decided to suspend all Second Category events (World Cup and Non World Cup Open
International) until April 20, 2020.
We contacted all First Category event organizers twice and we exchange ideas about the future
of each event.
S/C Chairmen and World Cup Coordinators contacted the Second Category event organizers to
communicate the CIAM Bureau decision.
CIAM Bureau and CIAM Plenary Meetings were postponed.

What was decided yesterday:

1. For Second Category events:



Due to local legal restrictions in place in almost all countries where CIAM events are planned,
CIAM Bureau unanimously agrees to extend the suspension until May 31, 2020.



World Cup rankings and awards will not be applied for 2020. The results from all World Cup
events already organized this year will be considered as Non World Cup event results.



As long as this will be feasible there might be Open International events (non World Cup) later
on this year.



Until May 31, 2020 the World Cup Coordinators will communicate with the organizers to find
out whether the scheduled events will be cancelled for this year and rescheduled for next year
or moved to a later date this year as an Open International.



The calendar published on the web site will be updated after the end of May, depending of
course on the circumstances.

2. For First Category events:

The situation is different from Second Category events because we have in place signed Organizer
Agreements (OA), contracts with sponsors, expenses realized, paid sanction fees, medals etc. However
still Public Health and Safety are our top priority.



CIAM Bureau members confirm that at least one of the reasons as listed in the Organizer
Agreement signed between FAI and the organizer are fulfilled. Due to COVID-19, the situation
can not be remedied. The ASC will follow the process as outlined in the OA and inform the FAI
Secretary General with the suggestion to formally cancel the OA.



Each S/C Chairman will be in contact with the organizers related to the specific disciplines and
will discuss the alternatives which CIAM Bureau members discussed yesterday. The outcome of
the discussions will be announced shortly.



CIAM President will be in touch with the FAI Secretary General in order to define the best way to
implement the decisions.



CIAM Bureau propose that for 2021 only the maximum age for juniors be increased by one year
to accommodate all the Junior competitors who were in this age classification this year but next
year they will not.

3. For CIAM Meetings.

For the moment it is not possible to reschedule the postponed meetings.



Depending on the circumstances, CIAM Bureau will decide later this year when and if the
postponed Plenary Meeting will take place. We are considering the option to organize the
Plenary early next year so not to add another burden to the delegates having to attend two
similar meetings in a so short period of time.



CIAM President will be in touch with FAI President, FAI Executive Board, FAI Secretary General
and the Office to find solutions for CIAM activities.



CIAM Bureau will ask an extraordinary authorization from the delegates to handle all CIAM
matters extending the term of CIAM Bureau until the next Plenary.

We would like to thank all the CIAM community for their understanding during this difficult period and
of course their contribution and support to our efforts. We stay as a Team while Staying Home.

Stay Safe,
Antonis Papadopoulos,
CIAM President.

